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OASA Leadership Forum Summary
February 5, 2015

In attendance: Hesham Ali, Gail F. Baker, John Bartle, David Booker, Audrey DeFrank, Nancy Edick, John Fiene, Tom Gouttierre, Louis Pol, Hank Robinson, Scott Snyder

Guests: Malisa Lee, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Enrollment Management
Marty Habrock, Director, Office of Financial Support

UNO Advantage Proposal
Marty Habrock discussed the difference between resident and non-resident tuition. Financial Support is recommending a change to a flat rate scholarship across the board. Options presented for 2016-17 and discussion of pros and cons for each option. Recommend that the colleges also award a flat rate value; require full-time enrollment and allow students to use scholarships for summer regardless of enrollment level.

Advantages: easier to administer, easier to communicate, value of UNO Advantage Scholarship will be the same for all students

Disadvantages: scholarship would not cover higher resident/nonresident tuition differentials

Guests: Nancy Castilow, Assistant to the Chancellor
Kathy Oleson Lyons, Office Civic and Social Responsibility
Neal Topp, Administrative Fellow

CUMU Conference 2015 Update
Neal Topp walked through the program, themes and major events. Pre-conference will be held before and Campus Compact meeting is Tuesday afternoon. The goal is 400 participants. Call for proposals will go out soon for deans and faculty. Registration out within a month. May be an advantage for early registration for UNO. Chancellor Christensen has asked that UNO figure out a way to include students as ambassadors; musicians; and student poster sessions, as suggested by Scott Snyder. Major panels will deal with CEC and Omaha leaders. Please send suggestions to Neal Topp. There will be a reduced rate for UNO faculty and staff. B.Reed suggested panels reach out to other institutions. Students will also assist with presentations.

Kathe Lyons asked that this group promote the conference internally and externally; submit presentation applications and reach out to other partners; and encourage early registration.

B. Reed mentioned that UNO is hosting the engaged scholarship consortium meeting in 2016.

Summary for January 8, 2015 Meeting - APPROVED and Posted on Web Site

UNO Performance Metrics
H. Robinson discussed performance metrics. The time has come to design performance metrics. Concentrate on student centered information; later employment; income. Progress has been made on employment information. The purpose of this data is to help primary institutional stakeholders have a better understanding of UNO’s value to students and community. By March, we need to identify good measures for organization and communication vehicle.

Emerging Engagement Scholars Workshop – Penn State University, September 27-28, 2015
Engagement Scholarship Consortium - Penn State University, September 29-30, 2015

Tour of Arena confirmed for OASA Leadership Forum - May 22, 2015 9 a.m.